consumer offerings" (96). The author goes on to cite Gloria Main's explanation for "the emergence of rural industrial activity where one would least expect it," (land-abundant New England in the first half of the eighteenth century) as "a colonial adaptation to an expanding mercantile economy, a gendered variant of the intensification of labor" (98). These colonial snapshots, and many others, fit the de Vriesian template well. But at least three widely noted features of North American economic history may call for interpretive adjustments:
1. High Mobility. For many settlers, the very act of migrating to a new continent embodied an aspiration towards upward social and economic mobility, and thus could be taken as an additional indicator of de Vriesian industriousness. Upon arrival, the land-abundant setting gave rise to continuing new opportunities for advancement via migration, and high geographic mobility thus became an enduring feature of American economic life. Mobility or potential mobility was clearly consequential for families. Gloria Main writes: ". . . young people in New England had a choice that their counterparts in old England did not: They could move far away from home, work hard, and build a farm, or they could stay, seize the new opportunities afforded by expanding markets, and, by controlling costs through sexual restraint, still hope to enjoy the high, and increasing, standard of living enjoyed by their elders." 1 2. Opportunities for Farm Ownership. Land abundance, high mobility, and active markets in real estate generated greater opportunities for farm ownership in North America than in most of Europe. For this reason, the same energies for household advancement tracked by de Vries were often channeled in the New World towards attaining or maintaining ownership status. Such aspirations were not (or at least not intended to be) inconsistent with high levels of material consumption, but they gave rise to norms and behavioral patterns that deserve special attention. As Thorstein Veblen wrote in 1923: "Habitually and with singular uniformity, the American farmers have aimed to acquire real estate at the same time that they have
